The existence of coincidence and fixed points for continuous mappings in compact Hausdorff spaces is established. Some equivalent conditions of the existence of fixed and common fixed points for any continuous mapping and a pair of mappings in compact Hausdorff spaces are given, respectively. Our results extend, improve, and unify the corresponding results due to Jungck, Liu, and Singh and Rao.
Introduction
Jungck [1, 2, 3] established some fixed and common fixed point theorems for continuous commuting mappings and gave criterion of the existence of fixed points for C g f in compact metric spaces. Several researchers extended Jungck's results in various aspects. Park [9] obtained some fixed point theorems for f -contractive mappings in compact metric spaces. Singh and Rao [10] established fixed point theorems for semigroups of selfmappings in compact Hausdorff spaces. Leader [4] studied uniformly contractive fixed points in compact metric spaces. Liu [5, 6, 7, 8 ] extended a few results due to Jungck, Singh, and Rao, and showed some fixed and common fixed point theorems in compact metric spaces and compact Hausdorff spaces, respectively.
Motivated and inspired by the papers in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] , in this paper, we prove coincidence and fixed point theorems for continuous mappings in compact Hausdorff spaces. Meanwhile, we establish some equivalent conditions of the existence of fixed and common fixed points for any continuous mapping and a pair of mappings in compact Hausdorff spaces. Our results extend, improve, and unify the corresponding results due to Jungck [3] , Liu [7, 8] , and Singh and Rao [10] .
(2.1)
In order to obtain our results, we need the following lemma which is due to Liu [8] .
Lemma 2.1 [8] . Let f and g : (X,τ) → (X,τ) be mappings such that f g is continuous. Let
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Theorem 3.1. Let f , g, and h : (X,τ) → (X,τ) be continuous mappings satisfying 
Since f , g, and h are continuous and A is compact, there exist a,b,u,v ∈ A such that
We next consider the following cases. Case 1. Suppose that , f a) , (3.4) which implies that
which is a contradiction. Hence a = f a. Case 2. Suppose that
By gA = A, there exists some w ∈ A such that gw = u. Suppose that f gw = ghw. That is, f u = hu. From (3.1), (3.2), and (3.6), we infer that
which means that
As in the proof of Case 1 or Case 2, we can conclude that (3) or (4) holds. This completes the proof. Now we provide a few examples to illustrate Theorem 3.1. [3, 4] with the usual metric and F :
It is easy to verify that for any x, y ∈ X with f x = g y,
Clearly, the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are fulfilled, and 0, 3, and 4 are common fixed points of f and g, and 0, 1, and 4 are common coincidence points of f , g, and h.
A is a subset of X}, and F :
Define f ,g, and h : X → X by
Then (X,τ) is a compact Hausdorff space, f , g, and h are continuous self-mappings of X,
pt),F(ht, pt),F(ht, pht),F(hx,hy) :
t ∈ {x, y} and p ∈ { f ,g} (3.16) for any x, y ∈ X with f x = g y. Obviously, f has no fixed point, g and h have no coincidence point, f and h have three coincidence points 2, 3, and 4, and g has two fixed points 3 and 4.
Example 3.4. Let (X,τ) be as in Example 3.2. Define f , g, and h : X → X by
(3.17)
Then f , g, and h are continuous self-mappings of (X,τ), for any x, y ∈ X with f x = g y. Then at least one of (1)-(4) holds.
Proof. Notice that (3.19) implies (3.1). Thus Theorem 3.6 follows from Theorem 3.1. This completes the proof.
Theorem 3.7. Let f ,g : (X,τ) → (X,τ) be continuous mappings satisfying f ∈ A g f and
for any x, y in X with f x = g y. Then at least one of f and g has a fixed point.
The proof of Theorem 3.7 is now essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 3.1 and therefore is omitted. 
F( f x, f y) > inf F(x, f x),F(y, f y),F(hx,hy)
: h ∈ C f ; (3.22) (8) for any x, y in X with f x = f y, f satisfies that
F( f x, f y) > inf F(hx, f hx),F(hy, f hy),F(hx,hy)
Proof. (5)⇔(6) and (5)⇔(7) are given in [8] . (7)⇒ (8) for any x, y ∈ X with s m x = t n y.
Proof. Suppose that f ω = gω = ω for some ω ∈ X. Define mappings s,t, and h : X → X by sx = tx = hx = ω for all x ∈ X. It is easy to show that (10), (11), and (12) which is a contradiction. Hence δ F (B) = 0. This implies that B = {ω} for some ω ∈ X. Clearly, ω is a common fixed point of f and g. Hence, (10) implies (9) . Similarly we can show that (11) implies (9). We next prove that (12) 
which is a contradiction. Therefore p = q. This implies that C = D = {a} for some a ∈ X. It is easy to see that a = ca = ba for all c ∈ H s f and b ∈ H tg ; in particular, a = f a = ga. That is, (9) holds. This completes the proof. From Theorem 3.10, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.12. Let f ,g : (X,τ) → (X,τ) be commuting mappings. Then (9) is equivalent to each of the following: (13) there exist m,n ∈ N and s,t : for any x, y ∈ X with s m x = t n y; (14) there exist m,n ∈ N and h : for any x, y ∈ X with h m x = h n y; (15) there exist m,n ∈ N and s,t : X → X such that s ∈ C f , t ∈ C g , s f and tg are continuous, and
for any x, y ∈ X with s m x = t n y. x for x ∈ 0, 1 2 ,
Let s = t = v and m = n = 1. Then (9) and (13) for any x, y ∈ X with s m x = t n y.
Proof. In view of Theorems 3.9 and 3.10, we conclude easily that Since f A = A, there exists y ∈ A such that f a = y. Suppose that a = f a. Then
F(a, f a) > inf F(ha, f ha),F(h f a, f h f a),F(ha,h f a)
: h ∈ C f ≥ F(a, f a), (3.44) which is impossible. Hence a is a fixed point of f and (5) holds. This completes the proof.
